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Commission Remit
To identify and examine alternatives that would deliver a fairer system of local taxation 
to support the funding of services delivered by local government. In doing so, the 
Commission will consider:

• The impacts on individuals, households and inequalities in income and 
wealth;

• The wider macro-economic, demographic and fiscal impacts, including 
housing market and land use;

• The administrative and collection arrangements that apply, including 
the costs of transition and subsequent operation;

• Potential timetables for transition, with due regard to the 2017 Local 
Government elections.

• The impacts on supporting local democracy, including on the financial 
accountability and autonomy of Local Government;

• The revenue raising capacity of the alternatives at both local authority 
and national levels.

All alternative systems to be within scope - for example, the recommendation of the 
Land Reform Review Group to consider the merits of a Land Value Tax.
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Commission Remit

• The Commission is not tasked with considering alternatives to non-
domestic rates - it would not be realistic to task a commission with 
examining alternative tax systems for both residential and business in the 
time frame set 

• The Commission is not tasked with fulfilling the recommendation of the 
Commission on Strengthening Local Democracy for a fundamental review 
of structure, boundaries, functions and democratic arrangements for local 
governance;

• The Commission is not tasked with considering other issues around Local 
Government finance more widely or the balance of powers between 
central and local government – rather it is about identifying an alternative 
to the present Council Tax system that can be used under either the 
present relationship between central and local government or a different 
one.
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The Development of
Land and Property Taxes
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Principles of Local Taxation

• Should be related to the ability to pay

• Should be easily understood

• Should be administratively efficient

• Should be difficult to evade and avoid

• Should be impartial

• Should be economically efficient

• Should benefit those who pay
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Criteria for Local Taxation

• The choice of taxable subject

• Tax yield should be certain

• Fit local circumstances

• Local taxes should be a mix of stable and predictable 
sources such as property/land tax and alternative 
buoyant sources

• Local authorities should be accountable

• Administration and compliance costs should not be 
excessive 
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The Problem of Area Based Property Tax 
Systems

• Often relied on self declaration

• Incomplete registration of properties

• No relationship with the market value of the 
real estate being taxed

• Generated limited revenue

• The tax base was narrow and static
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Moving to Ad Valorem Property Tax

• Linked with the improved registration of land 
and buildings

• A larger and more dynamic and buoyant tax 
base

• Market value based tax more likely to grow in 
relation with GDP

• A consistent measure of municipal credit 
worthiness
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Land Value Taxation

• Few examples of land taxation studies in the UK

• The Vale of White Horse study

• The review of the Whitstable Study

• The Northern Ireland Study

• A number of challenges
– Tax levels

– Liable person

– The basis of value

– Highest and Best use
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Features of the Valuation Element of 
Land and Property Taxes

• Choice of taxpayer

• Tax base and rate

• Governmental structure and administration

• Sources of management information

• Basis of valuation

• Valuation standards

• Taxpayer rights and appeal procedures
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The Choice of Taxpayer 

• The Owner
or

• The User

• Can be a Physical Person or a Legal 
Entity
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The Owner as Taxpayer  

• The usual choice if capital value is the base

• Needs a good cadastre or title register

• Easier to maintain and keep up to date

• Occupiers not so aware of the tax burden

• Easier to identify the taxpayer if there is a 
good cadastre
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The User as Taxpayer 

• Usual choice if rental value is the base

• Satisfactory choice even if capital value is the 
base

• Useful choice if cadastral records are incomplete 
or inaccurate

• More awareness of tax burden

• Can be more difficult to identify the taxpayer 
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The Tax Base and Rate

• What land or property is taxed?

• On what value base is the tax computed?

• Is property assessed at full value?

• What exemptions and concessions are 
provided?

• How is the rate of tax determined?
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Use of Rental and Capital Values

• The need for a clear definition of value
• The need for accurate evidence of value
• Confidence in the registration of value 

transactions
• The choice of

– Individual discreet values, or
– Banded values

• Using values in automated models
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Relief Schemes

• Circuit Breakers

– Crude

– By application

– Financed by the tax base

• Rebate Schemes

– More precise

– Contribution from tax base

– Sometimes linked to social security system

– By application
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Exemptions

• Generally fit local circumstances

• The “traditional” list, property or status based

– Religion

– Charities

– Disability

– Client groups

– Government buildings

– Historic monuments

• Weaken the tax base
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Valuation

• Local or central

• Independent of the collection process

• Government run or privatised

• Influenced by International standards

• Sufficiently resourced

• Effective appeals system

• Growing use of technology
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Collection

• Local or central

• Efficient and effective

• Government run or privatised

• Quality customer interface

• Sufficiently resourced

• Effective appeals system

• Growing use of technology

• “e” based
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Enforcement

• Without effective enforcement the system 
fails

• Fit local circumstances

• Timely

• Accountability

• Penalties

• Sanctions fit local circumstances
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Appeals

• Must be independent

• Properly resourced

• Must not be subordinated

• Accessible to all

• Good customer interface

• Transparent
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Examples of National Systems
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Domestic Property Tax Reform

In 

Northern Ireland



Background to Valuation Process in 
Northern Ireland

• 700,000+ domestic properties

• Previous domestic revaluation – 1976
Rental values - NAV

No Community Charge / Poll Tax!

No Council Tax and No Banding!

• Reform of Rating was required

• Average bill - £600 pa with major 
inequities in distribution



Why Revalue Domestic Properties? 

• To restore fairness.

• Revaluation in itself does not increase the take but 
redistributes it.

• Rateable values, NAVs, were based on late 1960s 
rental values.

• There were many anomalies and inequities in the 
distribution of the rating burden. 



What Had To Be Valued

Detached 245,000

Semi Detached 170,000

Terrace 220,000

Apartments 65,000

TOTAL 700,000
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Why Change Value Basis?

RENTAL VALUE

Restricted evidence and understanding of rental values. 

More regressive than capital values. 

CAPITAL VALUE

Widespread evidence and understanding of capital values.

More progressive than rental values.

The public consultation generally endorsed this position 

therefore valuation to capital value was chosen 



The Value of Land and Property

• Valuation is a function of :-
– Economic

– Legal

– Physical, and

– Locational factors

• Consequently access to :-
– comprehensive

– reliable

– up-to-date transaction evidence

• …….is a prerequisite to property valuation
• Valuation techniques depend on the collection and 

analysis of relevant data
• It was obvious that Automated Valuation Models 

appropriate to the task



The Challenge

• Procure and integrate CAMA system

• Provide market values for residential 
704,685 properties at valuation date of 1 
January 2005

• Meet international standards for 
assessment practice

• Meet legislated time limits for publication

• Explain, publish and handle the outcome!



What is an Automated Valuation 
Model (AVM)?

•“A mathematically based computer software program that 
produces an estimate of market value based on market 
analysis of location, market conditions, and real estate 
characteristics from information that was previously and 
separately collected.  The distinguishing feature of an AVM is 
that it is a market appraisal produced through mathematical 
modelling.” (IAAO Standard on AVM, Section 2.1.1)

•“An AVM (Automated Valuation Model) calculates property 
valuations using a statistical model which computes large 
amounts of property data to generate an estimate of the 
market value for an individual property. A confidence level is 
also produced along with the valuation to indicate how 
accurate the valuation is.”



Application of AVMs

•AVMs are applicable to any property type for which 
adequate market information and property data are 
available in the relevant market area.

•Mass appraisers in the government sector have been using 
AVM since the early 1970’s (notably in North America and 
Canada).

•AVMs are being used increasingly elsewhere in the world to 
support residential revaluations (for taxation purposes).

•The technology is now being embraced by lending 
institutions & other organisations, though mainly in the 
residential sector.



CAMA
Computer Assisted Mass Appraisal

“A generic term for a system , incorporating 
an AVM or AVMs, used by government 
authorised organisations to perform mass 
evaluations of entire property classes within 
defined geographic areas at a particular date 
for public administration purposes”.



Data Preparation & Capacity 
Building

• Core System Replacement – based on Novalis 
Assessment Office – convert legacy data files to 
modern CAMA database and integrate CAMA module.

• Sales Inspection database and validate 2002 – 2005 
sales

• Cleanse data for CAMA modeling

• Develop 25 market areas and then neighbourhood 
delineation

• Acquire Geo-codes

• Software acquisition & training



Market Analysis

Black names with coloured backgrounds denote District Councils

Red names with red boundaries denote VLA Market Areas



Sales Information

ACTON

AGHADOWEY

AGHALEE

AGIVEY

AHOGHILL

ANNACLONE

ANNACLOY

ANNADORN

ANNAHILT

ANNALONG

ANNSBOROUGH

ANTRIM

ARBOE

ARDGLASS

ARMAGH

ARMOY

ARTICLAVE

ARTIGARVAN

ATTICAL

AUGHER

AUGHNACLOY

BAILEYSMILL

BALLINAMALLARD

BALLINDERRY

BALLINTOY

BALLYBOGY

BALLYCARRY

BALLYCASTLE

BALLYCLARE

BALLYGALLEY

BALLYGAWLEY

BALLYGOWAN BALLYHALBERT

BALLYHORNAN

BALLYKELLY

BALLYLUMFORD

BALLYMARTIN

BALLYMENA

BALLYMONEY

BALLYNAHINCH

BALLYRONAN

BALLYRONEY

BALLYSKEAGH

BALLYWALTER

BALLYWARD

BANBRIDGE

BANGOR

BELCOO

BELFAST

BELLAGHY

BELLANALECK

BELLEEK

BELLEEK

BENBURB

BERAGH

BESSBROOK

BOHO

BOLEA

BOVEDY

BOVEVAGH

BROOKEBOROUGH

BROUGHSHANE
BUCKNA

BURNFOOT

BURREN

BUSHMILLS

CALEDON

CAMLOUGH

CAPPAGH

CARNAGH

CARNLOUGH

CARNMONEY

CARRICKFERGUS

CARRICKMORE

CARRIGANS

CARROWDORE

CARRYDUFF

CASTLECAULFIELD

CASTLEDAWSON

CASTLEDERG

CASTLEROCK

CHARLEMONT

CLADY

CLADY

CLARE

CLAUDY

CLOGH

CLOGH MILLS

CLOGHER

CLOGHY

CLOUGH

COAGH

COALISLAND

COLERAINE

COMBER

CONLIGCOOKSTOWN

CORKEY

CRAIGANTLET

CRAIGAVAD

CRAIGAVON

CRAIGS

CRANAGH

CREGGAN

CROSSGAR

CRUMLIN

CULCAVY

CULLAVILLE

CULLYBACKEY

CULLYHANNA

CULTRA

CUSHENDALL

CUSHENDUN

DARKLEY

DERRYBOY

DERRYGONNELLY

DERRYTRASNA

DERVOCK

DESERTMARTIN

DOAGH

DOLLINGSTOWN

DONAGH

DONAGHADEE

DONAGHCLONEY

DONAGHMORE

DOWNPATRICK

DRAPERSTOWN

DROMARA

DROMORE

DROMORE

DRUMAHOE

DRUMANESS

DRUMBO

DRUMQUIN

DRUMSURN

DUNBARTON

DUNDONALD

DUNDROD

DUNDRUM

DUNGIVEN

DUNLOY

DUNMURRY

DUNNAMANAGH

DUNNAMORE

DUNSEVERICK

EDEN

EDERNY

EGLINTON

EGLISH

ENNISKILLEN

FEENY

FINNIS

FINTONA

FIVEMILETOWN

FLURRYBRIDGE

FORKHILL

GARRISON

GARRYDUFF

GARVAGH

GARVAGHY

GLENARIFF

GLENARM

GLENAVY

GLENOE

GLYNN

GORTIN

GORTNAHEY

GREENCASTLE

GREENCASTLE

GREENISLAND

GREYABBEY

GROOMSPORT

GULLADUFF

HAMILTONSBAWN

HELEN'S BAY

HILLSBOROUGH

HILLTOWN

IRVINESTOWN

JERRETTSPASS
KEADY

KELLS CONNOR

KESH

KILCOO

KILKEEL

KILLADEAS

KILLEAD

KILLEN

KILLINCHY

KILLOUGH

KILLYBEGS

KILLYLEA

KILLYLEAGH

KILRAGHTS

KILREA

KINAWLEY KINGSMILLS

KIRKISTOWN

KNOCKCLOGHRIM

LACK

LARNE

LAURELVALE

LIMAVADY

LISBELLAW

LISBURN

LISNASKEA

LONDONDERRY

LOUGHBRICKLAND

LOUGHGALL

LOUGHGUILE

MACOSQUIN

MAGHABERRY

MAGHERA

MAGHERAFELT

MAGHERAMASON

MAGHERAMORNE

MAGUIRESBRIDGE

MARKETHILL

MAYOBRIDGE

MIDDLETOWN

MILLISLE

MILLTOWN

MILLTOWN

MILLTOWN

MINTERBURN

MOIRA

MONEYDIG

MONEYGLASS

MONEYMORE

MONEYNEANY

MONEYREAGH

MOORETOWN

MOSS-SIDE

MOSSLEY

MOUNTFIELDMOUNTJOY

MOYGASHEL

MUCKAMORE

MULLAN

NEWCASTLE

NEWFERRY

NEWRY

NEWTOWNABBEY

NEWTOWNARDS

NEWTOWNBUTLER

NEWTOWNHAMILTON

NEWTOWNSTEWART

OMAGH

ORRITOR

PLUMBRIDGE

POMEROY

PORTADOWN

PORTAFERRY

PORTBALLINTRAE

PORTGLENONE

PORTRUSH

PORTSTEWART

POYNTZ PASS

RANDALSTOWN

RASHARKIN

RATHFRILAND

RICHHILL

ROSSLEA

ROSTREVOR

SAINTFIELD

SANDHOLES

SAUL

SCARVA

SCOTCH STREET

SEAFORDE

SESKINORE

SHRIGLEY

SION MILLS

STEWARTSTOWN

STRABANE

STRANGFORD

STRANOCUM

SWATRAGH

TAMLAGHT

TANDRAGEE

TEDD

TEMPLEPATRICK

TEMPO

THE DRONES

THE ROSSES

THE TEMPLE

TOBERMORE

TOOME

TRILLICK

TYNAN

UPPERLANDS

VICTORIA BRIDGE

WARINGSFORD

WARINGSTOWN

WHITEHEAD

SALE PRICE BANDS

Over 500000
300000 - 500000
200000 - 300000
125000 - 200000
75000 - 125000
25000 - 75000

No Sales

Prepared and construced by  VLA N.Ireland December 2005

Map showing the Average Sale Price 

(47776 sales. Values adjusted to 1 Jan 2005).  

All SID sales between 1 Jan 2002 and 31 Dec 2004

Motorways

Primary Routes

Secondary Routes



Fermanagh

Omagh

Mid Ulster

Down

Strabane

Antrim

Armagh

Glens

Derry

Newry

Limavady

Ballymena

Lisburn

Coleraine

Clogher

Banbridge

Craigavon

Ballymoney

Dungannon

East Antrim

MournesSouth Armagh

Greater Belfast

Mid Down

Ards Peninsula

North Down

All_Market_Areas

Ave_Value

85000

85001 - 90000

90001 - 95000

95001 - 100000

100001 - 105000

105001 - 115000

115001 - 120000

120001 - 130000

130001 - 140000



Use of GIS to Map Subjects and 
Comparative Sales Evidence



• Location 

• House Type

• Size – GEA m2

• Construction

• Year Built

• Bedrooms etc

• Heating

• Quality

• Repair

• Date Last Refurbished

• Access

• Outbuildings

Database all Properties:  Value Significant 

Attributes



• Site Characteristics

• Actual External Repair

• Grade of Construction

• Neighbourhood – geo-codes

Database Enhancement:  Value 

Significant Attributes

negative

positive





Viewing outlier property attributes



• Confidence Indicators

• Outliers: NAV – Capital Value 
Multiplier

• Review Flags

• Field Review

• Valuer Experience

Valuation Field Review



Field Review Report 1



Value Review Report 2





Administrative Features

• One central administration organisation for 
valuation and collection

• Civil servants as opposed to local government 
officers

• Early decision on a valuation cap

• Needs and resources based rebate scheme 
supplemented by a top up scheme

• A range of exemptions and specific 
circumstance based reliefs
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Administrative Features

• Generous schemes for collection by landlords 
based on discounts

• Discount for prompt payment in lump sum

• Otherwise paid by instalments

• Enforcement by a Government body, the 
Enforcement and Judgements Office

• Significant arrears in comparison with GB
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The Low Income Rate Relief 

Scheme

• Rate Relief is a completely new scheme coming 

into effect in April 2007

• It is essentially an extension of the HB system 

(which already exempts 20%) but it is funded 

locally

• It applies only in Northern Ireland – there was no 

equivalent in GB



The Low Income Rate Relief 

Scheme

• Means tested

• Provides assistance to those most in need –

in receipt of part housing benefit or just 

outside thresholds

• Costs around £4m per year

• Paid for by other ratepayers



Disabled Person’s Allowance

• 25% reduction for people with substantial and 
permanent disability

• Applies where the house has special features 
to meet needs of disabled person

• This is not a ‘vulnerable group’ discount but a 
measure to ensure no disadvantage (by 
offsetting for extra accommodation or 
facilities)  



Lone Pensioner Allowance

• 20% reduction for lone pensioners aged 70 or 

over

• Not means tested

• Identified as a particularly vulnerable group

• Designed to overcome issues of poor take up 

of housing benefit and rate relief

• (‘Single person discount’ under Council Tax)



Green Rebates

• Designed to encourage households to 

act in environmentally friendly ways

• Rebates for loft and cavity insulation

• Rates holiday for new low/zero carbon 

homes

• Introduce April 2010



Deferment

• Allow pensioners who own homes to defer 

payment until the house is sold

• Popular in other areas (N.America, Australia)

• Minimum equity levels to apply

• Introduce April 2010



The Maximum Cap

• £400k cap – all value above that is disregarded

• Introduced by local Ministers who did not want 

people in NI paying above the average for the 

highest CT band in England

• Helps small number at top end (around 5,000)



Special Cases

• Farmhouses get a discount

>farmers can’t move

>protects those in high value areas

• Social rented sector standardised

>based on rent

>capital values inappropriate 



Property Tax Reform in England
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English Domestic Property Tax

• Background

• System prior to 1990

• Lack of re-valuations

• Major inflation

• Tax was in disrepute

• Not the fault of the tax - the fault of 
government
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The English System - Residential

• Prior to 1990 was an occupier- based, annual 
rental value tax, known as “general rates” but

• Infrequent revaluations

• Evidence base for valuation weak

• 1990 replaced by the Community Charge 
(“Poll Tax”)

• 1993 - Poll Tax replaced by “Council Tax” in a 
very short timescale
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The Council Tax

• Tax related to the ownership or occupation of 
property

• Hierarchy of liability 

• Taxpayer can easily be identified

• Each property put in one of eight broad bands 
of value

• Task of valuation was carried out very quickly

• On going maintenance of valuation relatively 
simple
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The Council Tax

• Tax is value-based - some element of ability to 
pay included

• Augmented by a sophisticated benefit system

• Discount for single person occupation

• Other circumstance based discounts

• Limited exemptions

• Council Tax came into force on 1 April 1993
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Council Tax Bands

A up to £40,000 67%
B £40,001 - £52,000 78%
C £52,001 - £68,000 89%
D £68,001 - £88,000 100%
E £88,001 - £120,000 122%
F £120,001 - £160,000 144%
G £160,001 - £320,000 167%
H over £320,000 200%
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Calculation of Amount Payable

• Rate of tax for band D

• 100% of the Council Tax rate

• Band A will pay 67% 

• A property in B 78% and H 200% 

• Liability ratio of three to one between top and 
bottom bands
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Enforcement of Council Tax

• Attachment of earnings

• Taking Control of Goods

• Obtaining a lien and selling the property to 
satisfy the debt

• Making the taxpayer bankrupt (rarely used)

• Conduct and means investigation

• Imprisonment.



COUNCIL TAX REVALUATION IN 
WALES



Background

• Similar scheme to England, but

• There has been a revaluation, and

• An adjustment to the bands

• No increase or decrease in council tax yield for 
the Wales tax base

• Revaluation should not increase council tax

• Fairness to the taxpayer must be the key 



Timetable

• Antecedent Valuation Date - 1st April 2003

• Final sales data October 2002 - March 2003 

• Draft list September 2004

• V.O.A./W.A.G mail shot and media - October 
2004

• Tax base calculation

• Valuation list issued January 2005  



VALUATION BANDS

1993 December 2002 April 2005

A Up to £30,000 Up to £36,000 Up to £44,000

B £  30,001 - £  39,000 £  36,001 - £  52,000 £  44,001 - £  65,000

C £  39,001 - £  51,000 £  52,001 - £  73,000 £  65,001 - £  91,000

D £  51,001 - £  66,000 £  73,001 - £100,000 £  91,001 - £123,000

E £  66,001 - £  90,000 £100,001 - £135,000 £123,001 - £162,000

F £  90,001 - £120,000 £135,001 - £191,000 £162,001 - £223,000

G £120,001 - £240,000 £191,001 - £286,000 £223,001 - £324,000

H From £240,001 £286,001 - £400,000 £324,001 - £424,000

I Over £400,001 Over £424,001



Impact of Revaluation

• Properties valued - 1,312,900

• Bands unchanged - 766,733 (58.4%) 

• Bands reduced - 107,657 (8.2%) 

• One band increase - 371,550 (28..3%) 

• Two bands increase - 57,767 (4.4%) 

• Three or more bands increase -9,193 (0.7%) 

• All Wales increase - 438,510 (33.4%)



Enquiries and Appeals

• Appeals received - 7,943 (1.8%)

• Appeals cleared - 179

• Enquiries received - 16,355

• Enquiries cleared - 6,118



Council Tax Base

• Variations range from -1.9% to 12.7%

• 20 authorities increase tax base

• 2 authorities reduce tax base

• All Wales tax base increases by 5.4%  



Transition Scheme

• Three year protection

• Limited to properties experiencing two or 
more valuation band increases (5.1% qualify)

• No protection for second homes

• Protection for exempt properties

• No protection for post April composites 

• Pensioner rebate  



Collection Statistics

• 2005/6 - 96.6% collected, increase of 0.5% on 
2004/5

• 2006/7 - 96.6% collected

• 2007/8 - 96.6% collected



Lessons Learnt

• Early liaison with statutory bodies

• Regular sales data essential

• Valuation band widths

• Simplicity

• Regular communication with taxpayers



Denmark

• Three yearly revaluations

• Land tax based on capital values

– Unimproved land

– Improvements to land

– Not buildings

– Not on business assets

• Service tax on capital values

– Only on buildings

– Not on business assets
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USA and Canada

• Property tax on land and buildings

• State, Province and municipality level

• Includes unimproved land

• Includes improved land

• Includes buildings

• Based on capital value

• Frequent revaluations
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The Baltic States

• Initially a pure land tax in all three countries

• Influenced by cadastre from communist days

• Use of technology supported by US Aid

• Annual revaluations

• Sophisticated and being extended to buildings

• Would be a useful study visit, particularly 
Lithuania
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Australia

• Land tax at State level

– Unimproved land

– Generally annual revaluation but varies from state 
to state

– Some self Assessment

• Rates at municipality level

– Unimproved land

– Buildings in some states

– Regular revaluations
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In Conclusion

• Local taxation must fit and meet local needs

• The yield from taxes must be adequate

• Where possible local taxation should be policy 
linked

• Certainty in the yield

• Acceptable to the public 

• Easy to collect and difficult to evade and avoid
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